A noise adaptive filter has been proposed in this study aiming to estimate the original image pixel values in the presence of impulse noise in monochromatic images. The proposed filter approach is noise adaptive that as the percentage of noise density increases in the image, the size of neighborhood in filtering window is also increased. Proposed approach comprises of two stages, one is impulse noise detection and the other is impulse noise reduction or cancellation. First stage is based on median and mean distance and thresholding whereas the second stage is based on reconstruction of the image using the values of neighboring pixels of the pixel under consideration detected as contaminated pixel by first stage. Reconstruction is done by estimating reference values using uncorrupted pixels in the neighborhood of pixel under consideration. The proposed method has been compared to various existing methods by using peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) for measuring the objective quality strength. To measure the impulse noise detection the method has also been compared with other existing methods using the ratio of mis detection (MD) and false detection (FD).
Introduction
The process of image acquisition and transmission often corrupts the digital images by impulse noise. Impulse noise contaminates the pixels of original image with fixed values of allowable minimum and maximum intensities (salt & pepper noise) or with a range of minimum and maximum intensities (random impulse noise). Any impulse noise seriously affects the quality of image while distorting the image details, features, edges, spatial resolutions etc. by adding false details to the image. Therefore it is very important and essential to remove noise from the image for the implementation of more image processing operations like edge detection, image segmentation, object detection, image features extraction, etc.
Image denoising has been a hot research area since the last decades and a huge number of techniques have been proposed for noise removal. These techniques differ from each other due to the difference of nature of noise. For impulse noise standard median filter is the most popular and common technique having the drawback of treating contaminated and uncorrupted pixels at the same time and propagating this error pixel by pixel throughout the image. To overcome this drawback switching mechanism has been introduced that selects only the contaminated pixel for filtration process and gives better performance (Tripathi et al. 2011) .
Weighted median filters (WMF) is another approach that assigns weights to the pixels existing in filtering window where the central pixel constitutes the higher weight (Chan et al. 2004 , Chen & Wu 2001 .
Switching filter consists of impulse noise detection as a main process, many approaches have been proposed for impulse noise detection. Some of these approaches are based on local image statistics that considers the measurement in change of intensity in a pixel from its neighborhood; these image statistics may include ranked-ordered differences (Garnett et al. 2005) . Some other techniques including boundary discriminative noise detection (BDND) (Ng & Ma 2006) , one dimensional Laplacian operator (Zhang & Karim 2002) , neural network and fuzzy logic based techniques (Toprak & Güler 2006; Zvonarev et al. 2005) are also helpful in the detection of impulse noise. Some other techniques are noise adaptive which means that the size of neighborhood changes with the change in noise density (Eng & Ma 2001 , Lee et al. 2007 , Vijaykumar et al. 2008 .
A noise adaptive approach to impulse noise detection and reduction has been proposed in this study. The proposed method detects noise on the basis of thresholding based distance from median and mean of pixel under consideration. The image is reconstructed by computing the median of reference values constructed from the uncorrupted pixels existing in the neighborhood of contaminated pixel. The structure of upcoming sections in this paper is organized as: Section 2 contains detailed study of proposed work including noise models, impulse noise detection and filtration process. Section 3 gives a discussion on results in detail and Section 4 concludes the whole paper. In the end section 5 lists the references used in this paper. 
Methodology

Noise models
Four impulse noise models (Ng & Ma 2006) have been implemented in this study for the purpose of examining the performance of proposed impulse noise detection and cancellation method. The contaminated pixels do have the intensity values equal to or near to the minimum and maximum values of allowed dynamic range. For a noiseless original image a pixel at location is denoted by and the corresponding pixel in contaminated image is denoted by.
Noise model 1
Probability distribution function for noise model 1 is given by
Here contaminated image contains fixed values of Max and Min i.e., 255 and 0 for salt and pepper noise respectively. is noise density in the image having equal probabilities for salt and pepper noise.
Noise model 2
Probability distribution function for noise model 2 is given by
Here contaminated image contains fixed values of and i.e., 255 and 0 for salt and pepper noise respectively but with unequal probabilities. is noise density in the image and .
Noise model 3
Probability distribution function for noise model 3 is given by
Here contaminated image contains dynamic values for salt i.e., to Max and for pepper i.e., Min to with equal probability. d is noise density in the image.
Noise model 4
Probability distribution function for noise model 4 is given by
Here contaminated image contains dynamic values for salt i.e., to Max and for pepper i.e., Min to but with unequal probabilities
. is noise density in the image and .
Impulse noise detection
To detect whether a pixel under consideration is a contaminated one or not, two distance formulae have been used; one is the distance of contaminated pixel from median of its uncorrupted neighboring pixels and the other is the distance of contaminated pixel from mean of its uncorrupted neighboring pixels. As proposed approach is noise adaptive, one means size of neighborhood varies with noise densities in the image. Following sizes have been adopted by the proposed approach according to change in noise densities.
Distances are defined by the following equations By using the expression 6 and expression 7 a noise map is generated for marking the contaminated pixels.
Examples of noise map and filtering windows have been shown in Figure1, '0' shows the contaminated pixel and '1' shows the uncorrupted pixel in the noise map. 
Filtration process
The contaminated image is scanned pixel by pixel from left to right and top to bottom fashion. Once a pixel is detected as a contaminated one, the size of neighborhood is selected according to expression 5 and all other pixels in the neighborhood are also passed from noise detection process. Filtration process is based on the concept of reference values obtained from uncorrupted pixels existing in selected neighborhood. The steps of the whole process are given in the following. 
Results and Discussion
Three standard test images 'Lena', 'Baboon' and 'Peppers' have been used for verifying the performance of proposed approach as shown in Fig. 2 .
Experiments have been carried out with various noise densities varying from 10% to 90% for all the four impulse noise models. The selected techniques used for comparison are advanced boundary discriminative noise detection algorithm (ABDND) (Tripathi et al. 2011) , adaptive switching median filter (ASMF) (Nallaperumal et al. 2007 ), boundary discriminative noise detection (BDND) (Ng & Ma 2006) , Fuzzy detector (Garnett et al. 2005) , iterative adaptive switching median filter (IASMF) (Luo 2007) , Laplacian detector , morphological adaptive switching median filter (MASMF) (Zhang et al. 2008) , morphological residue detector (MRD) (ZeFeng et al. 2007 ) and progressive switching median filter (PSMF) (Wang & Zhang 1999 ). Table1 gives the best possible values of selected techniques dependent parameters (Tripathi & Ghanekar et al. 2011) .
To evaluate the performance of proposed impulse noise detector two measures miss detection (MD) and false detection (FD) have been used. Miss detection refers to a situation when a contaminated pixel is detected as uncorrupted whereas false detection refers to a situation when an uncorrupted pixel is detected as a contaminated one. This means an increased value for MD and FD shows the decreased performance of the detector.
Fig.2. Standard test images
Table 1. Best possible parameter values
To evaluate the performance of proposed filtration process, image objective quality measure Peak-signalto-noise ratio has been used. PSNR is given by the following expression.
For the 'Lena' image comparative results for MD and FD have been given in Table 2 , 4, 6 and 8 respectively for four noise models discussed in section 2 whereas the comparative results for PSNR have been given in Table 3 , 5, 7 and Table 9 respectively. The results have also been obtained for 'Baboon' and 'Peppers' images which are very similar to the results of 'Lena' image but due to the space limitations those have not been included here. It can be clearly noticed that the performance of ABDND is well for all impulse noise models and all noise densities with almost zero MD and low FD, ASMF gives zero MD and FD for impulse noise models 1 and 2 but MD is very large for impulse noise models 3 and 4. BDND performs well for impulse noise models 1 and 2 with low MD and FD but for impulse noise models 3 and 4 its performance decreases at high noise densities and MD gets very large values. Fuzzy detector comes up with low MD and large FD for impulse noise models 1 and 2 and for impulse noise models 3 and 4 with very large both of MD and FD at all noise densities. IASMF shows results very similar to those of ASMF. Laplacian detector increases the MD and FD for all impulse noise models as the noise density increases. Performance of MASMF is good for impulse noise models 1 and 2 but gives large MD for impulse noise models 3 and 4. For impulse noise models 1 and 2 Min-Max detector gives zero MD and FD but for impulse noise models 3 and 4 shows very large MD. MRD shows zero MD, small FD for impulse noise models 1 and 2 and very large MD, very low FD for impulse noise models 3 and 4 at all noise densities.
PSMF increases the MD and FD with increase in noise densities for all impulse noise models.
Performance of proposed method is very well for all impulse noise models with almost zero MD and FD for all impulse noise models and highest PSNR values. A pixel contaminated by any impulse noise has a relatively high intensity value from its neighborhood. To check whether a pixel is contaminated or not, its distance is measured from median and mean of its neighborhood. After experimenting two threshold values 20 and 30 have been decided for accurate detection because for correct noise cancellation accurate detection is necessary. Proposed filtration or restoration process efficiently reduces the noise by using the median of reference values generated neighborhood. To visualize the qualitative performance of proposed approach restored images have been given in Figure 3 , the images of 'Lena', 'Baboon' and 'peppers' have been corrupted by 'salt and pepper' noise according to impulse noise model 1 at 60% of noise density. Restored images by proposed method have been shown correspondingly. An accurate and efficient impulse noise detection and reduction method has been proposed in this study consisting of two stages; impulse noise detection and filtration. The special property of the method is that it detects a pixel as contaminated and performs noise cancellation process at that moment as a result of which a contaminated pixel is never found in pre neighborhood of a contaminated pixel. Enough uncorrupted pixels are found to estimate the intensity of original image for replacing the contaminated image even in case of very high noise densities (up to 90%). Comparative experimental results reveal the Isma Irum et al./A Noise Adaptive Approach to Impulse....... outperformance of proposed approach over the various existing approaches to noise detection and cancellation. Another fact has also been revealed that a good noise cancellation depends upon the accurate noise detection.
